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Overview
We have always been living in a world of
uncertainty and ambiguity. As we move towards
the future, we have built assumptions and made
necessary predictions. This has driven our entire
species with more curiosity, and we have only
grown creatively in order to ﬁnd the ‘new’.
Somewhere we have embraced the uncertain to
enjoy the ambiguity of the perceived reality.
What new perspectives/stories can we discover
by understanding our gustatory senses to
perceive the world? The workshop is designed
to derive edible narratives that accentuate
perceptivity of our world view and
multidimensional realities.
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Objective
Exploring the role of gustatory senses in shaping
up multi-sensorial experiences. To understand the
various associations, we have with food and its
meanings, Exposure to its growing world,
dynamics of using food as a material conserving
its edibility. Exploring design as an integrating
tool to synthesize multidisciplinary knowledge
around food.
Methodology
Introductions: (Common for all) Presentations,
case studies, readings and group discussion
Exposure: Field studies to farms, markets,
museums, communities within Ahmedabad (In
groups) -Investigations: Study design and primary
research -Synthesis: Arrange the analyzed data
into meaningful -Comprehend the learnings:
Material explorations with food, eating and
space -Make things together: Designing the ﬁnal
experience -Documentation: Communication
tools and techniques to capture the essence of
the design explorations (In group of 2-3)
Discipline: Open for all
Deliverables
Enhance System Thinking abilities -An edible
experience/space of various design explorations.
Material exploration with food. Documenting the
collective explorations through senses, sight and
touch.

